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Abstract A parallel version of the Space Saving algorithm to solve the k–
majority problem is presented. The algorithm determines in parallel frequent
items, i.e., those whose multiplicity is greater than a given threshold, and is
therefore useful for iceberg queries and many other different contexts. We apply
our algorithm to the detection of frequent items in a stream of data whose
probability distribution function is a Riemann–Hurwitz or Zipf–Mandelbrot
distribution.
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1 Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to offer a solution to the problem of determining
frequent items in a stream of data, based on a Space Saving parallel algorithm.
Given a stream of data A of n elements, and an integer 2 ≤ k ≤ n, this problem
requires finding the set of elements whose multiplicity is greater than

⌊
n
k

⌋
. It

can be stated formally as follows. We begin by recalling some basic definitions
of multiset theory [47].
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Definition 1 A multiset A = (A,mA) is a pair where A is some set, called
the underlying set of elements, and mA : A→ N is a function. The generalized
indicator function of A is

IA(x) :=

{
mA(x) x ∈ A,

0 x /∈ A, (1)

where the integer–valued functionmA, for each x ∈ A, provides the multiplicity
or number of occurrences of x in A. The cardinality of A is expressed by

Card(A) =
∑
x∈A

IA(x) := |A|. (2)

A multiset (also called a bag) essentially is a set where the duplication of
elements is allowed. In the sequel, A will play the role of a finite input array,
containing n elements. We can now state the problem formally.

Definition 2 Given a multiset A, with |A| = n, a k–majority element (or
frequent item) is an element x ∈ A whose multiplicity mA(x) is such that
mA(x) ≥

⌊
n
k

⌋
+ 1.

Statement of the Problem. The k–majority problem takes as input an
array A of n numbers, and requires as output the set W =

{
x : mA(x) ≥

⌊
n
k

⌋
+ 1
}

.

Therefore, the k–majority problem entails finding the set of elements whose
multiplicity is greater than a given threshold controlled by the parameter k. It
is worth noting here that when k = 2, the problem reduces to the well known
majority problem [9], [10], [25].

Determining frequent items is a problem that appears in the literature
in many different contexts. In data mining the problem is usually associated
to two contexts, the on–line (stream) and the off–line setting, the difference
being that in the former case we are restricted to a single scan of the input. In
practice, this implies that verifying the frequent items that have been found
in order to discard false positives is not allowed, while in the latter case a
parallel scan of the input can be used to assess the actual k–majority elements.
Finding frequent items is also referred to as hot list analysis [27] or market
basket analysis [12].

In the context of data bases, the problem is usually called an iceberg query
[24], [6]. The name arises from the fact that the number of k–majority elements
is often very small (the tip of an iceberg) when compared to the large amount
of input data (the iceberg).

Other practical uses of frequent items include, for instance, electronic vot-
ing, where a quorum of more than n/k of all the votes in a ballot is required
for a candidate to win; additional examples deals with network traffic analysis,
in which the extraction of essential features of traffic streams passing through
internet routers requires frequency estimation of internet packets [21]. Another
example is monitoring internet packets in order to infer network congestion
[23], [45]. In [33], tracking the identities of the most frequently accessed items
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in networks distributing contents is done through a Gossip based algorithm.
Determining frequent items in P2P networks is discussed in [34], using an
approach called in–network filtering.

The problem also arise in the context of the analysis of web query logs [14],
and is relevant in Computational Linguistics, for instance in connection with
the estimation of the frequencies of specific words in a given language [1], or in
all contexts where a verification of the Zipf–Mandelbrot law is required [52],
[35] (theoretical linguistics, ecological field studies [41], etc.). We note here
that the class of applications considered here is characterized by the condition
k = O(1).

The first sequential algorithm solving the k–majority problem was de-
signed by Misra and Gries [40]. Their solution, whose worst-case complexity is
O(n log k), is based on the following idea. Given a multiset, repeatedly deleting
k distinct elements from it until possible, leads to a k–reduced multiset con-
taining exactly all the elements of the initial multiset which are k–majority
candidates. The algorithm’s complexity is strictly related to the particular
data structure used, which is an AVL tree [2].

About twenty years later, Demaine et al. [21] and Karp et al. [31] redis-
covered independently the Misra and Gries algorithm, and published almost
simultaneously optimal algorithms. Frequent, the algorithm designed by De-
maine et al. exploits better data structures (a doubly linked list of groups,
supporting decrementing a set of counters at once in O(1) time) and achieves
a worst-case complexity of O(n). The algorithm devised by Karp et al. is based
on hashing and therefore achieves the O(n) bound on average.

Cormode and Hadjieleftheriou present in [18] a survey of existing algo-
rithms, which are classified as counter or sketch based. All of the algorithms we
have discussed so far belong to the former class; notable examples of counters–
based algorithms developed recently include LossyCounting [38] and SpaceSav-
ing [39]. Among the sketch–based ones, we recall here CountSketch [14] and
CountMin [19]. It is worth noting here the interesting observation made by
Cormode and Hadjieleftheriou in the concluding remarks: “In the distributed
data case, different parts of the input are seen by different parties (different
routers in a network, or different stores making sales). The problem is then
to find items which are frequent over the union of all the inputs. Again due
to their linearity properties, sketches can easily solve such problems. It is less
clear whether one can merge together multiple counter–based summaries to
obtain a summary with the same accuracy and worst–case space bounds”.

In [51], an algorithm based on an extensible and scalable Bloom Filter
is presented. A related problem, determining frequent items over a sliding
window is discussed in [29]; the authors present an algorithm with constant
update time. In [49], an approach to mining top–k frequent items over sliding
windows whose length changes dynamically has been investigated.

In the distributed setting, recent work related to frequent items include
[37], [15], [4] and [26]; other work strictly related to distributed monitoring of
data streams include [16], [44] and [32].
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It is worth noting here that, in the parallel setting, just few works have been
published. In [48], FPGAs (Field Programmable Gate Arrays) hardware im-
plementations of frequent items computations are presented. In [20], a shared-
memory parallel algorithm for frequent items is designed for multicore architec-
tures using a cooperation–based locking approach among threads. In a recent
paper of us [13], we presented a parallel version of the Frequent algorithm,
showing how to merge in parallel multiple counter–based summaries.

In this paper, we investigate how to parallelize the SpaceSaving algorithm,
which considerably improves space requirements with regard to Frequent. We
design the algorithm in the context of message–passing architectures, prove the
correctness of the algorithm, and then analyze its parallel complexity proving
its cost–optimality for k = O(1). The main motivation to parallelize the Space
Saving algorithm is that, as proved in [18] and [36], this algorithm appears bet-
ter than other counter-based algorithms, across a wide range of data types and
parameters. From a technical perspective, parallelizing this algorithm has been
more challenging with regard to the Frequent algorithm, since, as discussed in
Section 3, merging summaries in parallel is trickier.

Another original aspect of this work is that we apply our algorithm to
the study of frequent items in a large set of data, whose probability distribu-
tion function is a Riemann–Hurwitz distribution. This distribution generalizes
the classical Zipf distribution and is directly related to important models of
networks recently introduced by [5]: the scale–free complex networks. These
networks are defined on suitable random graphs. The attachment probability
among different nodes of a network is indeed described by a Riemann–Hurwitz
distribution. As shown in Section 5, experimental results confirm exceptional
scalability and performances of our parallel algorithm in all of the cases we
investigated, so that it is especially suitable for treating these kind of streams
of data.

This article is organized as follows. Our parallel space saving algorithm is
presented in Section 2. We prove its correctness in Section 3, analyze it and
prove its cost–optimality for k = O(1) in Section 4. We conclude by presenting
in Section 5 experimental results concerning the application of our algorithm
to a stream of data governed by a Zipf–Mandelbrot distribution and by a
Hurwitz distribution.

2 A Parallel Space Saving Algorithm

Let p be the number of processors we use in parallel. The pseudocode of
Fig. 1 describes our parallel Space Saving algorithm. We assume that the
array A is initially read by an application calling our function implementing
the algorithm; for instance, every process reads the input from a file or a
designated process reads it and broadcast it to the other processes. The initial
call is ParallelSpaceSaving (A, n, p), where A is an input array consisting of
n elements. The algorithm determines k–majority candidates. We recall here
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that, indeed, some of the candidates returned may be false positives as in the
sequential counterpart.

The algorithm works as follows. The initial domain decomposition is done
in steps 1–2. Each processor determines the indices of the first and last element
related to its block, by applying a simple block distribution, in which each
processor is responsible for either bn/pc or dn/pe elements.

Then, each processor determines local, an array of structures storing its
local candidates, their corresponding occurrences and errors in step 3, by uti-
lizing the well–known algorithm designed by Metwally et al. [39], shown in
the pseudocode as the SpaceSaving function. The occurrences are the values
associated to the counters greater than zero corresponding to the k–majority
candidates determined, and the errors are the ε values as described in the
sequential Space Saving algorithm.

The local data is used as input for the parallel reduction of step 4, whose
purpose is to determine global candidates for the whole array. This step is
carried out by means of the ParallelCandidateReduction function, shown in
the text as Fig. 2.

Assuming that at the end of the parallel reduction the processor whose
rank is one holds the result of the parallel reduction, steps 5–7 carried out
by the processor with rank one either return the set of potential k–majority
elements or the empty set.

The parallel reduction determines global candidates for the whole array and
works as shown in Fig. 2. At each step of the reduction, a processor receives
as input from two processors pi and pj , their arrays of structures locali and
localj , which hold local candidate items, their occurrences and their errors. The
reduction step is very similar to the sequential Space Saving algorithm, with
two major differences: we correct the counters’ values by subtracting in each
array the minimum number of hits associated to the counters in that array, and
then update each item by considering one-shot all of its occurrences instead of
dealing with them one at a time. The former is required for the correctness of
the algorithm, while the latter is for performance reasons. These changes are
discusses in detail in Sections 3 and 4.

We begin initializing a stream summary data structure in step 1. Then,
we determine in each input array the minimum number of hits associated to
the counters in steps 2–3. Owing to the fact that counters are maintained
in sorted order in the stream summary data structure, the minimum values
are kept in the first counter of the input arrays (which are the output of the
sequential Space Saving algorithm run immediately before engaging in the
parallel reduction step). For each input array, we update the stream summary
data structure. This is done respectively in steps 4–6 and 7–9. Each item is
updated using StreamSummaryUpdate, shown in the text as Fig. 3. Here, the
update works as in the traditional sequential Space Saving algorithm, except
that we also keep track of the εp error induced by the parallel processing
(which is strictly related to the need to subtract the minimum in order to
guarantee the algorithm’s correctness) and increment a counter using a number
of occurrences count ≥ 1 (for performance reasons).
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Fig. 1: Parallel Space Saving Algorithm

Require: A, an array; n, the length of A; p, the number of processors
Ensure: an array containing k–majority candidate elements {The n elements of the input

array A are distributed to the p processors so that each one is responsible for either
bn/pc or dn/pe elements; let left and right be respectively the indices of the first and
last element of the sub-array handled by the process with rank id}

1: left← b(id− 1) n/pc
2: right← bid n/pc − 1
{determine local candidates}

3: local← SpaceSaving(A, left, right)
{determine the global candidates for the whole array}

4: global← ParallelCandidateReduction(local)
{we assume here that the processor with rank 1 holds the final result of the parallel
reduction}

5: if id == 1 then
6: return global
7: end if

Fig. 2: ParallelCandidateReduction Algorithm

Require: locali and localj , arrays of structures holding local candidate items, their occur-
rences and their errors for processors pi and pj

Ensure: arrays containing k–majority candidate elements and their weights
1: streamSummary ← StreamSummaryInit()
2: mini ← locali[0].counter
3: minj ← localj [0].counter
4: for z = 0 to k − 1 do
5: StreamSummaryUpdate(streamSummary, locali[z].item,

locali[z].counter −mini, locali[z].ε−mini, locali[z].εp)
6: end for
7: for z = 0 to k − 1 do
8: StreamSummaryUpdate(streamSummary, localj [z].item,

localj [z].counter −minj , localj [z].ε−minj , localj [z].εp)
9: end for

10: output← GetResults(streamSummary)
11: for z = 0 to k − 1 do
12: output[z].ε← output[z].ε+mini +minj

13: output[z].εp ← output[z].εp+mini +minj

14: end for
15: return output

At the beginning of the StreamSummaryUpdate, we check the count value
of the item to be used to update the streamSummary data structure. If this
value is zero, then we simply skip the update and return (steps 1–3). If a
counter c in the streamSummary data structure is already in charge of moni-
toring the input element item, we simply update the item’s error fields ε and
εp and increment one-shot the counter’s occurrences by adding count occur-
rences (steps 4–7). Otherwise (steps 9–14), once the counter m monitoring the
item with least hits min has been found, we update the counter so that it
starts monitoring the input item, update the error ε as in the sequential Space
Saving algorithm, update the parallel error εp and finally increment one-shot
the counter’s occurrences by adding count occurrences.
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Fig. 3: StreamSummaryUpdate Algorithm

Require: streamSummary, the data structure to be updated; item, the item to be used;
count, the occurrences of item; ε, the error associated to item; εp, the parallel error
associated to item;

Ensure: one-shot update of the streamSummary data structure
1: if count == 0 then
2: return
3: end if
4: if item is monitored by a counter c in streamSummary then
5: c.ε← c.ε+ ε
6: c.εp ← c.pε+ εp
7: incrementCounter(c, count)
8: else
9: let m be a counter in streamSummary monitoring the item with least hits

10: let min be the number of hits for the counter m
11: m.item← item
12: m.ε← min+ ε
13: m.εp ← εp
14: incrementCounter(m, count)
15: end if
16: return

3 Formal Correctness

In this Section we prove the correctness of our parallel Space Saving algorithm.
We decompose the original array (i.e. multiset) of dataA in p subarraysAi (i =
1, . . . , p), namely A =

⊎
iAi. Here the ] operator denotes the join operation

[47], which is the sum of the multiplicity functions as follows: IA]B(x) =
IA(x) + IB(x). Let the sub–array Ai be assigned to the processor pi, whose
rank is denoted by id, with id = 1, . . . , p. Let also |Ai| denote the cardinality
of Ai, with

∑
i |Ai| = |A| = n. We begin by proving in the following Lemmas

some basic facts about k–majority elements.

Lemma 1 Given an array A of n elements and 2 ≤ k ≤ n, there are at most
k − 1 distinct k–majority elements.

Proof By contradiction, assume that there are at least k distinct k–majority
elements. It follows that the array A must contain at least k (bn/kc + 1) >
k (n/k) = n elements, thus contradicting the hypothesis that |A| = n.

Lemma 2 Let x ∈ A be an element such that IAi(x) ≤ n/(p k), ∀i ∈
{1, . . . , p}. Then, the element x can not be a k–majority element.

Proof It suffices to observe that

p∑
i=1

IAi
(x) 6

n

k
<
n

k
+ 1. (3)

The first step of the algorithm consists in the execution of the sequential
Space Saving algorithm, which has already been proved to be correct by its
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authors, on the subarray assigned to each processor pi. Therefore, in order
to prove the overall correctness of the algorithm, we just need to demonstrate
that the parallel reduction is correct. Our strategy is to prove that a single step
of the parallel reduction is correct, then to extend the proof to the O(log p)
steps of the whole parallel reduction and, finally, to prove that going back from
the initial input of the parallel reduction to the algorithm’s input A preserves
the correctness.

We recall here a few basics facts related to the sequential Space Saving al-
gorithm that will be used later. LetW be the output of the algorithm. We con-
sider it as a multiset W = (W,m) in which W = {c1, . . . , cj}, j ∈ {1, . . . , k},
and the associated indicator function returns the counters’ occurrences.

Observe that the cardinality of W is at most k, since k is the maximum
number of counters used during the execution of the algorithm. Instead, the
cardinality of the multisets A and W coincide:

|W | ≤ k and |A| = |W| (4)

The algorithm correctly reports all the k–majority elements, and, for each
one, it provides an upper bound on its multiplicity in A:

∀x ∈ A : mA(x) ≥
⌊
|A|
k

⌋
+ 1⇒ x ∈ W (5)

∀x ∈ W : mW(x) ≥ mA(x) (6)

From eqs. (4), (5), (6) it follows that if an element x is of k–majority for the
input A, then it must be necessarily of k–majority for the output W.

The case |A| ≤ k is trivial; all the distinct input elements are monitored
and reported with their multiplicities by the counters.

When |A| > k the algorithm correctly reports all the elements whose fre-
quencies exceed the minimum among the counters. This minimum is bounded

by
⌊
|A|
k

⌋
:

∀x ∈ A : mA(x) > min
y∈W
{mW(y)} ⇒ x ∈ W, (7)

with

min
y∈W
{mW(y)} ≤

⌊
|A|
k

⌋
. (8)

At the j–th step of the parallel reduction, given as an input two multisets Sj1
and Sj2 , the reduction outputs a multiset Wj . The cardinality of S1 and S2 is
at most k in each step. Indeed, this is true at the beginning of the reduction,
since the input is generated by applying the sequential Space Saving algorithm.
Then, we maintain this property in the subsequent steps by computing Wj as
follows.

We start by constructing an intermediate multisetM from S1 and S2, that
will serve as input in the j–th reduction step (here we omit the index j for
sake of simplicity). The multiset M is constructed by using a modified join
operation, defined as follows.
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Definition 3 Given two multisets, we call modified join operation the com-
position rule

IS1 ]
M
S2(x) =


IS1(x) + IS2(x)− µS1 − µS2 x ∈ S1 ∩ S2
IS1(x)− µS1 x ∈ S1 \ S2
IS2(x)− µS2 x ∈ S2 \ S1

(9)

where, for i = 1, 2:

µSi =

{
min
y∈Si

mSi(y) if |Ai| ≥ k,

0 otherwise.
(10)

Therefore we define the underlying set of elements M of the intermediate
multiset M as

M = ∪ {y ∈ Si | mSi(y) > µSi , i = 1, 2}, (11)

with IS1 ]
M
S2(x) = IM =

{
mM(x) x ∈M,

0 x /∈M.
It is worth noting here that the elements that are not reported in M cannot
be k–majority elements due to eq. (8) and Lemma 2.

Remark. The modification to the Space Saving algorithm we perform in
(9) is a pre–processing step required to preserve the property of an element
of being of k–majority. Indeed, this property may not hold anymore when in
one or more of the multisets Ai we evict an element from a counter, replace it
with a new element and increment the counter. Instead, if no replacements are
made, the property holds. The correctness of (9) rests on the following Lemma,
used in the Misra–Gries [40] and Frequent [21] algorithms: Given a multiset A
of n elements, repeatedly deleting k–uples of distinct elements from it until no
longer possible leads to a k–reduced multiset, i.e. a multiset containing only
elements equal to the k–majority candidates or the empty set. In [13] we proved
that this strategy works correctly in parallel.

In each reduction step, then we run on each processor our modified version
of the Space Saving algorithm. It is essentially equivalent to the sequential
algorithm; the only difference is the way we handle the elements in order to
achieve a lower complexity, by taking advantage of the input structure.

Let us prove the formal correctness of the overall procedure. Consider first
the case p = 2, which entails that a single reduction step is performed.

Theorem 1 If an element x ∈ A is a k–majority element for A, then both
x ∈ W and x is a k–majority element for W.

Proof By contradiction, assume that either x /∈ W or x ∈ W and x is not a k–
majority element forW. We let the Space Saving sequential algorithm process
the multisets A1 and A2 arising from the initial domain decomposition. Let
S1 and S2 be the resulting multisets.
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Let us consider first the case x /∈ W. As a consequence of (7)

mM(x) ≤
⌊
|M|
k

⌋
. (12)

Therefore, by using (9) and (10)

mM(x) ≤
⌊
|S1|+ |S2|)

k

⌋
− (µS1 + µS2), (13)

where we took into account that either we subtract k times the minimum on
the sets Si or the value zero. Equivalently:

mM(x) + (µS1 + µS2) ≤
⌊
|A|
k

⌋
. (14)

Let us introduce the function

m̄X (x) =

{
mX (x) if x ∈ X (15a)

µX otherwise, (15b)

where X is a multiset. From the Definition 3 one can deduce that, for any
x ∈ S1 or S2 (and consequently in the merge set M), the following relation
holds

m̄S1(x) + m̄S2(x) = mM(x) + µS1 + µS2 . (16)

Since by hypothesis x is a k–majority element for A, due to Lemma 2 x is of
k–majority in at least one of the two multisets A1 and A2, for instance in A1.
Therefore, mA1

(x) ≤ m̄S1(x), as a consequence of the monotony property (6).
Also,

mA2(x) ≤ m̄S2(x), (17)

because either x ∈ S2, and then by monotony the equation (17) holds, or
x /∈ S2. In this case, due to the properties of the Space Saving algorithm,
again mA1

(x) ≤ µS1(x), which guarantees the validity of eq. (17). Therefore,
we deduce:

mA(x) = mA1(x) +mA2(x) ≤ m̄S1(x) + m̄S2(x) ≤
⌊
|A|
k

⌋
, (18)

which is against the assumption that x is a k–majority element for A.
The second case, i.e. x ∈ W and x is not a k–majority element for W, still

leads to eqs. (12) and (13). Consequenty, the proof in this case is completely
analogous to the previous one.

Now we extend the proof to a general reduction procedure consisting of
dlog2 pe steps.

Theorem 2 The proposed algorithm determines correctly all the k–majority
candidate elements.
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Proof Assume without loss of generality that p = 2r, with r ∈ N. Then the
parallel reduction consists of r steps, ranging from j = 0 to j = r− 1. Assume
that at least one k–majority element x exists for the input multiset A. In the
j–th step of the parallel reduction, we process p/2j input multisets and provide
in output p/2j+1 multisets that, in turn, will be the input for the (j + 1)–th

step. Let q = p/2j+1, and S(j)i (i = 1, . . . , 2q) and W(j)
s (s = 1, . . . , q) be the

input and the output of the ]
M

operator in the j–th step, respectively. Let

W(r−1)
1 ≡ W(r−1) be the final multiset outputted by the parallel algorithm

and S(r−1)1 , S(r−1)2 be the input of the final reduction step.
By contradiction, suppose that either x /∈ W(r−1), or x ∈ W(r−1) but x is

not of k–majority for W(r−1).

As a consequence of Lemma 2, it follows that ∀x ∈ W(j)
s

q∑
s=1

m̄W(j)
s

(x) ≤

⌊∑q
s=1 |W

(j)
s |

k

⌋
. (19)

Taking into account that mW(j)
s

(x) ≤ m̄
W

(j)
s

(x), we get

q∑
s=1

mW(j)
s

(x) ≤

⌊∑q
s=1 |W

(j)
s |

k

⌋
. (20)

Therefore, due to (13), we obtain

q∑
s=1

mW(j)
s

(x) ≤

⌊∑2q
i=1 |S

(j)
i |

k

⌋
−

2q∑
i=1

µS(j)
i
, (21)

which, by using (16), leads to

2q∑
i=1

m̄S(j)
i

(x) =

q∑
s=1

mW(j)
s

(x) +

2q∑
i=1

µS(j)
i
≤

⌊∑2q
i=1 |S

(j)
i |

k

⌋
(22)

Since
q
]
s=1
W(j−1)
s =

q
]
i=1
S(j)i (here q = p

2j ), we deduce that

q∑
s=1

m̄W(j−1)
s

(x) ≤

⌊∑q
s=1 |W

(j−1)
s |

k

⌋
. (23)

Therefore, we have proved that, since eq. (19) holds in the j–th step, then (as
a consequence of eq. (23)) still holds in the (j− 1)–th step. For j = 0, eq. (20)
becomes:

p∑
i=1

mAi(x) ≤
p∑
i=1

m̄
S

(0)
i

(x) ≤
⌊∑p

i=1 |Ai|
k

⌋
. (24)

Consequently, we are led to a contradiction, since x is not a k–majority element

for
p
]
i=1
Ai = A.
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4 Parallel Complexity

In this Section we discuss the parallel complexity of the proposed parallel
Space Saving algorithm. At the beginning of the algorithm, the workload is
balanced using a block distribution; this is done in steps 1–2 with two simple
assignments; therefore, the complexity of the initial domain decomposition is
O(1). Next, we determine local candidates in each subarray using the sequen-
tial Space Saving algorithm. Owing to the block distribution and to the fact
that Space Saving is linear in the number of input elements, the complexity
of step 3 is O(n/p). Then, we engage in a parallel reduction in step 4 to de-
termine the global candidates for the whole input array. The reduction step
requires in the worst case O(k2 log p). Indeed, step 1 of Fig. 2 requires at
most O(k) to initialize the streamSummary data structure, and steps 2–3 re-
quire O(1) time owing to the fact that the minimum value is, by construction,
always stored in the first counter of the streamSummary data structure. The
loops of steps 4–6 and 7–9 require at most O(k2). This is because incrementing
a counter in the StreamSummaryUpdate Algorithm of Fig. 3 requires in our
case O(k) time in the worst case instead of constant time. The reason is that,
in order to increment one-shot the counter by count ≥ 1 occurrences, we may
need to scan (in the worst case) all of the buckets in the streamSummary data
structure to find the correct place to insert a new bucket if needed. This is
because the counters must be always maintained in sorted order. All of the
other steps of StreamSummaryUpdate require O(1) time in the worst case. In
step 10 we simply put the data stored in the streamSummary in the output
array; this requires at most O(k). Finally, we update the output array so that
the ε and εp fields correctly reflect the fact that the items have been updated
subtracting the minimum values in both the input arrays (steps 12–13) and
return output as the result of the reduction step. To recap, since we do O(k2)
work in each step of the parallel reduction and there are log p such steps, the
overall complexity of the reduction is O(k2 log p). It follows that the overall
complexity of the parallel Space Saving algorithm is O(n/p+k2 log p). When
k = O(1), i.e., in all of the cases of practical interest, the parallel complexity
is O(n/p+ log p). We are now in the position to state the following Theorem:

Theorem 3 The algorithm is cost–optimal for k = O(1).

Proof Cost–optimality requires by definition that asymptotically pTp = T1
where T1 represents the time spent on one processor (sequential time) and Tp
the time spent on p processors. The sequential algorithm requires O(n) in the
worst case, and the parallel complexity of our algorithm is O(n/p+log p) when
k = O(1). It follows from the definition that the algorithm is cost–optimal for
n = Ω(p log p).

We proceed with the analysis of isoefficiency and scalability. The sequential
algorithm has complexity O(n); the parallel overhead is To = pTp − T1. In
our case, To = p(n/p + log p) − n = p log p. The isoefficiency relation [28] is
then n ≥ p log p). Finally, we derive the scalability function of this parallel
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system [46]. This function shows how memory usage per processor must grow
to maintain efficiency at a desired level. If the isoefficiency relation is n ≥ f(p)
and M(n) denotes the amount of memory required for a problem of size n,
then M(f(p))/p shows how memory usage per processor must increase to
maintain the same level of efficiency. Indeed, in order to maintain efficiency
when increasing p, we must increase n as well, but on parallel computers the
maximum problem size is limited by the available memory, which is linear in
p. Therefore, when the scalability function M(f(p))/p is a constant C, the
parallel algorithm is perfectly scalable; Cp represents instead the limit for
scalable algorithms. Beyond this point an algorithm is not scalable (from this
point of view). In our case the function describing how much memory is used
for a problem of size n is given by M(n) = n. Therefore, M(f(p))/p = O(log p)
with f(p) given by the isoefficiency relation.

5 The Riemann–Hurwitz and Zipf–Mandelbrot Distributions and
Complex Networks: Numerical Simulations

In this Section we report the experimental results we have obtained running
the parallel Space Saving algorithm on on an IBM cluster consisting of 30 IBM
p575 nodes. Each SMP node is configured with 16 4.7 Ghz dual core Power
6 CPUs with 32 MB level 3 cache and 128 GB of main memory. Two SMT
(Simultaneous Multi–Threading) threads per core are enabled, so that each
node provides 64 virtual cores (32 physical cores). The interconnection network
is Infiniband 4x DDR with 1.19 µs MPI latency and 10 Gbps bandwidth (20
Gbps bidirectional). Our parallel implementation, developed in C using MPI, is
based on the sequential source code for the Space Saving algorithm developed
in [17].

The input distribution used in our experiments is the Riemann–Hurwitz’s
one (Hurwitz for short), and its particular case, the Zipf one, which is one
of the most used in experiments related to sequential algorithms for frequent
items.
We recall that the Zipf distribution has probability density function

PZ(x) =
x−(ρ+1)

ζ(ρ+ 1)
x ≥ 1, (25)

where ρ is a positive real parameter controlling the skew of the distribution
and

ζ =

∞∑
k=1

1

ks
, Re s > 1 (26)

is the Riemann zeta function [30]. The Hurwitz distribution has p.d.f.

PH(x) =
x−(ρ+1)

ζ(ρ+ 1, a)
x ≥ 1, (27)
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where

ζ =

∞∑
k=1

1

(k + a)s
, Re s > 1, Re a > 0. (28)

is the Riemann–Hurwitz zeta function [30]. We have designed and carried out
some experiments characterized by the following parameters: the input size n,
k and ρ.

The main motivation to use such distributions is that both of them play a
crucial role in the rapidly–growing theory of complex networks [42], [3], [7].

We recall that a network is essentially a graph, i.e. a set of vertices or
nodes, connected by means of edges [8]. Many examples of networks arise in
applied sciences, e.g. the world wide web, social networks, neural networks,
distribution networks, etc. If i is a selected node in a given network, we denote
by ki the number of edges connecting the node i with other ki nodes. Usually,
in a realistic network different nodes may have a different number of edges
originating from them. This number is called the node degree. A random graph
is a graph in which the probability that a randomly selected node has exactly
k edges is described by a probability distribution function (p. d. f.) P (k).

The simplest case is the Poisson random graph, introduced by Erdös and
Rényi [22]. As has been discovered in [5], an important class of large networks
are scale–free, i.e. their degree distribution follows a power law for large k.
A huge literature exists now on scale–free models, due to their interesting
properties, like growth and preferential attachment (see [3]). Another reason
to study these models is that they are intimately connected with nonextensive
statistical mechanics ([50]). In the theory of scale–free networks, the p.d.f.
emerging is the Hurwitz one, or its simplified version, the Zipfian one. By
using a generating function approach, in [43] has been proved that a phase
transition occurs, in the Zipfian model, for the value of the skewness ρ such
that:

ζ(ρ− 1) = ζ(ρ), (29)

which gives the critical value ρc = 2.4788 . . . The transition consists in the fact
that, below this value, a giant component of the graph exists; above it, there
is no giant component. In our numerical simulations, we have selected a range
for ρ including ρc. Also, we have fixed a = 0.5 in all simulations involving
the Hurwitz distribution. For each input distribution generated, the algorithm
has been run ten times on up to 8 cores (one core per node), and the results
have been averaged for each number of cores, over all of the runs. The input
elements are 32 bits unsigned integers. Table 1 reports the values actually used
in each of the experiments.

Fig. 4 presents the predicted running times versus the experimental ones.
We have plotted experimental versus predicted running times for both the
fastest and the slowest experiments, characterized respectively by the pa-
rameters k = 100, ρ = 3.0, n = 4, 000, 000, 000 and k = 10, ρ = 1.5, n =
8, 000, 000, 000. Our model for predicting the running time is the following:
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R(p, n, k) = χn/p+ log(p)(λ+ 16k/β), (30)

where χ is the time for processing an input item, whilst λ and β are re-
spectively the latency and bandwidth of the interconnection network. The
parameter χ is obtained by executing on one core (sequential run) the algo-
rithm and dividing the input size n by the obtained running time. For the
Infiniband interconnection network installed on our machine, λ = 1.19µs and
β = (10/8) ∗ 10243 = 1342177280 bytes/s. The constant 16 in the bandwidth
term models the communication of 4 (two pairs of candidate and correspond-
ing weight) arrays, in which each element is an unsigned integer represented
using 4 bytes. This constant is multiplied by k, which is the length of the
arrays.

As shown, the model correctly approximates the running time of the algo-
rithm.

Fig. 5–6 present the actual performances we obtained running the exper-
iments of Table 1 respectively on Zipfian and Hurwitz distributed elements.
It is worth noting here that the obtained results confirm the theoretical cost–
optimality of the proposed algorithm, with speedup and efficiency values re-
spectively greater than or equal to p and 1 in all of the cases, except for the
Zipfian experiment characterized by the parameters k = 100, ρ = 3.0, n =
8, 000, 000, 000. However, even in this case the efficiency is still 0.98, an ex-
tremely high value. It is worth noting here that the slightly superlinear speedup
observed experimentally is due to the IBM p475 memory hierarchy and to re-
lated cache effects. So-called superlinear speedups, i.e., speedups which are
greater than the number of processors, are a source of confusion because in
theory this phenomenon is not possible according to Brent’s principle [11]
(which states that a single processor can simulate a p-processor algorithm
with a uniform slowdown factor of p).

Experimentally, a superlinear speedup can be observed without violating
Brents principle when the storage space required to run the code on a partic-
ular instance exceeds the memory available on the single-processor machine,
but not that of the parallel machine used for the simulation. In such a case, the
sequential code needs to swap to secondary memory (disk) while the parallel
code does not, therefore yielding a dramatic slowdown of the sequential code.
On a more modest scale, the same problem could occur one level higher in the
memory hierarchy, with the sequential code constantly cache-faulting while
the parallel code can keep all of the required data in its cache subsystems. A
sequential algorithm using M bytes of memory will use only M/p bytes on
each processor of a p processor parallel system, so that it is easier to keep all
of the data in cache memory on the parallel machine. This is exactly what
happened in our simulations.

We recall here that other possible sources of superlinear speedup include
some brute–force search problems and the use of a suboptimal sequential algo-
rithm. A parallel system might exhibit such behavior in search algorithms. In
search problems performed by exhaustively looking for the solution, suppose
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Table 1: Design of experiments for Zipfian and Hurwitz distributions

experiment n (billions) k ρ

1 4 10 1.5

2 4 10 3.0

3 4 100 1.5

4 4 100 3.0

5 8 10 1.5

6 8 10 3.0

7 8 100 1.5

8 8 100 3.0

the solution space is divided among the processors for each one to perform
an independent search. In a sequential implementation the different search
spaces are attacked one after the other, while in parallel they can be done
simultaneously, and one processor may find the solution almost immediately,
yelding a superlinear speedup. A parallel system might also exhibit such be-
havior when using a suboptimal sequential algorithm: each processing element
spends less than the time required by the sequential algorithm divided by p
solving the problem. Generally, if a purely deterministic parallel algorithm
were to achieve better than p times the speedup over the current sequential
algorithm, the parallel algorithm (by Brent’s principle) could be emulated on
a single processor one parallel part after another, to achieve a faster serial
program, which contradicts the assumption of an optimal serial program.

We now discuss the parallel mean errors we obtained running the exper-
iments, depicted in Fig. 7. For each experiment carried out, we plot the av-
erage of the ε error computed over all of the counters. We note immediately
that the errors were zero in all of the experiments but the ones characterized
by the parameters k = 10, ρ = 1.5. The errors are higher for the Hurwitz
case. Anyway, the order of magnitude of the mean errors ranges from 10−10

to 10−9 and is therefore quite low. Finally, we recall here that the error pε
associated to a counter in the output can be used to estimate a confidence
interval for the number of actual occurrences of the element tracked by the
counter: given an hypothetical element x with o occurrences reported by its
counter, then the actual occurrences are in the range [o− pε, o]. For instance,
if x = 113, o = 315, pε = 5, then the confidence interval is [310, 315].
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Fig. 6: Efficiency
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Fig. 7: Errors


